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Die Österreicherin Titania Seidl schafft Gemälde, die zwischen 
Figuration und Abstraktion pendeln. Die drei hier ausgestellten 
Gemälde enthalten gegenständliche und nicht-gegenständliche 
Elemente — nicht so sehr im Wettstreit miteinander, sondern als 
Harmonie innerhalb des Rahmens. 
Trotzdem spürt man manchmal ein Unbehagen, das die Komposition 
und Formgebung in ihren Werken ausstrahlen. Von Farbtropfen in 
unterschiedlichen Farben bis zu erkennbaren Gegenständen und 
lebenden Gestalten, z. B. Topfpflanzen, bis zu Umrissen menschlicher 
Gesichter, Haushaltsgegenständen, weggeworfenen Handschuhen... 
All diese Elemente verfallen gemeinsam, wenn auch sanft und ohne 
Spannung, in einen ständigen Zustand des Werdens. Die Gemälde, 
auf weißer, Gesso-grundierter Leinwand, sind auf eine bestimmte Art 
nicht fertig, was suggeriert, dass dieser Prozess des Werdens andauert. 
Es scheint jedoch, als seien einige der gefühlsgeladenen Gesten, die man 
in anderen Gemälden dieser Ausstellung findet, hier abwesend. Es gibt 
keine Trauer; man findet hier kein Erstaunen oder gar Ausgelassenheit. 
Die Form wird präsentiert, wie sie ist, aber genau das ist das Rätsel: 
Die Form erscheint nicht, wie sie ist. 
Sorgfältige Beobachtung ist offensichtlich ein Element ihrer 
malerischen Praxis, aber ein anderes scheint eine Art Unparteilichkeit 
zu sein. Die Kompositionen und Bilder sind in ihrer Erfindung und 
Präsentation völlig subjektiv, aber diese Subjektivität geht weder mit 
Reue noch Hingabe einher.
Die Gemälde entstehen, als ob ihre Formwerdung längst begonnen 
hätte, bevor die Farbe die Leinwand berührte.

Seamus Kealy anlässlich der Ausstellung A Painter's Doubt,
Salzburger Kunstverein, 2017



How my bodiless eye travels, 
200 x 100 cm, watercolor on canvas, 2020 (shown at unchained #1, WAF, Vienna)



Fragments of our chase in Breit Blue, 
200 x 100 cm, oil on canvas, 2020 



look of distinterested longing
200 x 100 cm, oil on canvas, 2020 



Antroporary
Jan Koniarek Gallery, Trnava, 2020 (collaboration with Lukas Thaler)

17 pieve installation, sculptures with oil paintings on canvas, light, sound, revolving sculptures





Prêt-à-Porter
Daihatsu Rooftop Gallery, Wien, 2020 (collaboration with Lukas Thaler)
sculpture styrofoam, plaster and acrylics with inlaid paintings oil on board





I could tell you a lot about what it’s like to be an empty shape in an undefined space, but would you listen?
2019, 30 x 15 cm, Relief, Aquarell, Öl auf Platte



Mary Sue (her raw gaze)
Quadrado Azul, Porto, 2019

five paintings oil and watercolor on canvas, five mirrored paintings with clay relief



If you went up in smoke I would just open a window, 2019, 200 x 100 cm, Aquarell, Öl auf Leinwand



Tired of trying to tune his aching instrument of a self, 2019, 30 x 15 cm, Relief, Aquarell, Öl auf Platte





Your delicious Dreaming
Salon Goldschlag, Wien (sculpture: Jakob Kolb)
2019



Hanging of Traitors in Effigie (Part 1), Über das Neue, Belvedere 21, Wien (mit Lukas Thaler, Laura Yuile), 2019



Hanging of Traitors in Effigie (Part 1), Über das Neue, Belvedere 21, Wien (mit Lukas Thaler, Laura Yuile), 2019



WIDDER II 
white dwarf magazine, Vienna, 2019

one painting, magazine with short story and images



watch me blow up (the narrator), 2019. Relief, Aquarell, Öl auf Platte, 30 x 24 cm



The Yips
Céline, Glasgow (mit Céline Struger, Lukas Thaler), 2018

four paintings hung as a frieze



The Painter & the Rectangle (she who mistook love for boredom), 2018, 160 x 110 cm, Öl auf Leinwand



fists with your toes
Parallel Vienna, 2018

short story on seven posters, wall reliefs, painting oil on canvas, text print outs to take away



There was a bed in the room that had never been there before. It was small for a double bed but large 
for the room. She remembered the space as it had been, an office on the small side with two desks, one 
on each end of the rectangular floor plan. The long side not a wall, but a window front, the glass panes 
reaching almost from the ceiling to the floor. On the fourth wall, shelves to the left and right of a door, 
the one she had unlocked and whose frame she was now standing in. She couldn’t remember the specific 
reason why she had dropped by, it wasn’t one of her office days. Supposedly she had just wanted to pick 
up some small thing she had forgotten, a document, her diary, the charger for her phone. Or maybe she 
had wanted to look at something in her notes to make sure her memory wasn’t playing any tricks on her. 
But everything had been curiously rearranged. Every piece of furniture pushed to the sides with a single 
movement outwards, one object filling the entirety of the room as if it had landed there from outer space. 
The bed was carefully made, covered with bedspreads of a simple geometric design, cream and an organic 
lobster-red, not printed but woven into the delicate cotton. The surface of the cotton shone in the dim 
light like the tender skin on the back of a person’s neck slightly covered in transpiration. 

When had this change come about? She felt like she had been here just yesterday, but that seemed 
impossible. Every piece of furniture in the office gave her the impression that it had earned its right to be 
in exactly the place it was. The furniture must have been moved around to test out the exact configuration, 
long ago, but ever since the specific arrangement of things in relation to each other and the space around 
them had been figured out, the objects had rested in their assigned places, give or take a couple of 
centimeters. The balance between furniture and negative space seemed considerate and very deliberate, 
arranged perhaps by a Feng Shui master or at least someone who knew how to set up a room in a pleasant 
but discreet way. Like a museum display, she thought.

(...)

fists with your toes, Titania Seidl, 2018



like a tightly knotted ball of thread, refusing to unravel, 2018, Öl auf Holz, 30 x 24 cm



she just smiled vaguely to cover her embarrassment, 2018, Öl auf Holz, 30 x 24 cm





like a tightly knotted ball of thread, refusing to unravel
destiny’s atelier, Oslo, 2018

nine paintings, paper clay floor objects, text print out to take away







Ursula K. Le Guin knows, that what propelled civilisation was not the spear, nor the explosive bursts of 
energy, the adrenaline gushing through the bloodstream during the hunt. No, it was the container. If you 
have something, you're gonna need something to put it in. Could be a jean pocket for a shiny pebble. 
Could be a pair of jeans to hide your sex. Could very well be a standardized format, 24 x 18 centimeters 
to put stuff in. A painting, for example. A painting is a great container.
Perhaps the best there is. Mostly it contains itself, naturally. But undeniably it also carries the communal 
memory of the culture it's produced. In Titania's case, the paintings contain the emblems of civilised 
image cultures: classical ones, baroque ones, and the uncomfortably contemporary. The compositions 
resembling a user interface, showcasing the way which images appear to us on a daily basis. The ingratiating 
rythm of line and delicacy of colour could have made them reductively chic, were it not for the keen 
move of keeping them in a trivial, nearly A4-scale. Motifs (Star of Bethlehem fowers, vases, running dogs 
and fashion items) commanding monumentality, are effciently robbed of exactly that. Scattered, like in 
a student dorm or slob's dwelling, are clothing items, deliciously marbled and materially ambiguous. Are 
they defated balloons, enameled porcelain, or something entirely else, we don't know. They are shaped 
for impossibly small human bodies. It's unclear whether the clothes have been shed before bed, or left 
behind after a rapture, an uncanny hunch helped into being by the painting's straight-faced historical 
referencing, the playful interaction with canon. An intricate text piece – that much like the paintings is 
almost obsessively ornate – styled like an intimate letter, spells out an unlikely and disturbing fantasy, one 
of achieving inhuman beauty. Titania plays a high-stakes game with desire images, presenting them in a 
double gesture of indulgence – and stern self-restraint.

Nora Joung, 2018





The painter & the Rectangle (It will be good for you, they said, you will learn what the surface is and what it isn’t),
2017, Öl auf Leinwand, 160 x 110 cm



The painter & the Rectangle (Of course I always dreamed about being more desirable, but I’d never actually transform my own body, it’s all I own),
2017, Öl auf Leinwand,, 160 x 110 cm



MAUVE, Club Pro Los Angeles, 2016, Installationsansicht (abgebildet: Titania Seidl, Eugen Wist, Maria Cozma, Rita Vitorelli)



MAUVE, Club Pro Los Angeles, 2016, Installationsansicht (abgebildet: Titania Seidl, Eugen Wist, Maria Cozma, Rita Vitorelli)



The painter & the Rectangle (Can you hold still like this and imagine yourself to be part of the background?),
2017, 160 x 110 cm, Öl auf Leinwand



The painter & the Rectangle (They think she puts it on because she pretends it has a life of its own),
2017, 160 x 110 cm, Öl auf Leinwand



unsure what there even is to retell, 2016, Öl auf Holz, 30 x 24 cm



your hands dissolving from my collar down, 2016, Öl auf Holz, 30 x 24 cm



composition w. potted plants, vases, drapery, marble,...
MUSA, Wien, 2015, Installationsansichten



Titania Seidl - composition w. potted plants, vases, drapery, marble,... 
Ausstellungstext

(...)

M. pauses in midstep and looks up at the glass roof. The light changes 
quickly, like flicking a light switch off and on and off. There’s a strong 
wind today chasing the clouds from one end of the sky to the other. 
M. casts a glance over the manifold potted plants in the greenhouse, 
arranged in a raster; they are set up in the space and sorted by type, size 
and function. M. is now standing in what is almost the exact center of 
this plant-grid, amid rows and rows of the most popular houseplants: 
ficus benjamina (with decorative trunks), spider plant (on NASA’s 
list of best air-filtering plants!), snake plant (ditto), dracaena (added 
cheerfulness), aloe vera (frugal, no need for direct sunlight), parlor 
palm (perfect for creating an exotic atmosphere), monstera („Swiss 
cheese Plant“).

(...)

In the dream I’m floating, gaze skywards. I am nothing but pure gaze 
in an upward direction, moving forward, not like an eye but like the 
lens of a camera, thin and transparent, close to immaterial, or the sen-
sor of a scanner, moving slowly, formed from light, actually immateri-
al. I, the eye, am floating through an empty cityscape, the light a dim, 
brownish twilight. I am floating past empty shop windows, very close 
to the ground, looking up at ceilings, hardly any reflection in the win-
dowglass, just the texture of the clouds above. Curious to notice from 
time to time that I have no reflection myself. In a few spaces I drift 
past, the light is switched on and I can study the patterns of the glow-
ing bulbs and fluorescent tubes in passing. How good to know that 
one’s surroundings are undisturbed by one’s own material presence, 
how nice to be bodyless, weightless, nothing, only a gaze.

(...)

composition w. potted plants, vases, drapery, marble,... 
MUSA, Wien, 2015

seven paintings, four ceramic vases, wallpaper, text print out to take away



those who shall master the micro shall master the macro,
2015, Öl auf Holz, 30 x 20 cm



composition w. potted plants, vases, drapery, marble,.. MUSA, Wien, 2015, Installationsansichten



Titania Seidl / Melanie Ebenhoch
For Aliens When Humankind is Gone, 2015

six mobile fresco paintings, fresco shelves with fresco objects

You Fresco, Me Palimpsest
 

I envy your process.
Titania, you moved flats recently and I imagine you unpacking your cardboard boxes

of old manga comics and the pales and pinks of them spilling across your new
wooden floors. Melanie, I imagine whitewashed floors for you and a childhood

sunstrip falling through slatted doors across a page of 1980s Italian interior décor.
All these things, and more,

 
All hanging there and about you in the air at once through days - the pales and pinks

of the manga strips spilling out of the box on your new wooden floors and
whitewashed floors and back before a childhood sunstrip falling across a page of

1980s Italian interior décor ~
hanging here and there about you in the air now and before

Add plaster and pigment
Add plaster and pigment, add more,

All hanging about you in the air now and before
Add plaster and pigment, add more, follow it through or the same as before

Add plaster and pigment
Air now and before

And more

Cross out ^^
 

I envy your whole. It survives through time; my words reduce it.

Sarah Thomas, 2015

bff, 2015, Fresco Putz und Pigment auf Styropor, ca. 120 x 120 cm



For Aliens When Humankind is Gone (Collaborative work by Titania Seidl & Melanie Ebenhoch)
Installation views at mo.e Vienna, 2015
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